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Discrete-Time Dynamic Graphs



How to represent a dynamic graph

Continuous graph (CTDG).  TGN slides Rossi 

Edge-weighted graph. TGN slides Rossi Discrete Graph (DTDG).  TGN slides Rossi 

Focus on DTDG



Some tasks 

Dynamic Link Prediction : From the history of the graphs → Predict the future connections 

Close to a classification task: Classify a negative link to 0 and a positive link to 1. 



Classic Training Framework on DTDG

- Main difference: choice of spatial model and 
a time-serie function f.
GNN learn the structure of current snapshot. 
f update dynamically node embedding.

- Examples from state of the art methods. 

Classical Training of Dynamic Graph Neural Networks (DGNNs) 
on DTDG; 
 combine a GNN (spatial) and a time-serie model (dynamic)

 

Spatial Learning

Dynamic Learning

Model Spatial (GNN) Dynamic (f)

LSTM-GCN (2017) GCN (Kipf16) LSTM

EvolveGCN (2020) GCN (Kipf16) GRU

DySat (2019) GAT (Velikcovic17) Transformer1D 
(AttentionNeed17)

ROLAND (2022) Generalization to 
all GNN

GRU / MLP / 
Moving Average



Message Passing (MP-GNNs)

Cours CS224w (Lescovec 2019)

Original Message-Passing (Merwirth 2005)

GraphSage (Hamilton 2017)

Idea: Propagate and aggregate messages (i.e embeddings) 
from neighborhood (GCN Kipf 2016)



Some identified limitations of MP-GNNs

- Limited Expressivity 
MP-GNNs can’t differentiate some 
structures. (Weisfeiler-Lehman 1997)

- Oversmoothing 
Adding to many layers → all nodes will share
same representations (Oversmoothing Li 2018)

- Oversquashing 
Receptive field grow exponentially by aggregating
neighbor of neighbor (Bottleneck Alon 2020 )

Oversquashing 

As the WL test, MP-GNNs can’t differentiate those two 
structures (How powerful are GNN, Xu 2018)



Limitations of existing DGNNs architectures

Recently WL test has been extended to DTDG with an analysis of the expressive 
power of existing DGNNs architectures*. 

*Beddar-Wiesing, S. et al. (2022). Weisfeiler--Lehman goes Dynamic: An Analysis of the Expressive Power of Graph Neural 
Networks for Attributed and Dynamic Graphs. Neural Networks.

Important statements 

Def:  “If the two graphs are dynamic, they are called to be isomorphic if and only if the static graph 
snapshots of each timestep are isomorphic.”

Theorem : Let G a DTDG, N is the maximal number of nodes in a snapshot. Then there exists a DGNN 
composed by GNN with 2N-1 layers a hidden dimension r = 1 and a RNN with a state dimension of 1 that 
can approximate the dynamic system. 



Limitations of existing DGNNs architectures

- To be an universal approximator of dynamic system, a DGNN must 
stack 2N-1 layers. 

- Stacking to many layers can lead to oversmoothing (Oversmoothing 
Li 2018) and oversquashing (Bottleneck Alon 2020 ).

- Difficult to train deep GNNs and hard to capture dynamic 
dependencies between nodes (1 to 1 memory update). 



Contributions and motivations



Ideas and 
motivations 

- 1 layer of global attention can resolve the 
above-mentioned limitations. 

- Interconnect all nodes at any time-steps 
to model Spatio-Temporal dependencies.

- Show that attention models scenarios are 
more powerful than DGNNs (RNN-GNN) 
on real-world DTDG.

- Take benefits of the Full Attention 
Transformer to construct pairwise 
representation for dynamic link prediction





Beyond MP-GNNs: Graph Transformer (GT)

GraphGPS (Rampasek 2023)

- Adapted from Transformers in NLP and Vision 
(Generalization Dwivedi 2020) 

- Interconnect all nodes → Lost of the structure.

- Positional encoding (PE) and structural encoding (SE) 
inform the transformer about the graph structure

- Universal approximator with the right sets of PE 
(Kreuzer 2021). More expressive than any k-WL test. 

Intuition : Learn an augmented graph through attention factor (bridge 
with Graph Structure Learning) 



Beyond MP-GNNs: Graph Transformer (GT)



Beyond MP-GNNs: Graph Transformer

Exhaustive list of different structural and positional 
encoding. (Rampasek 2023)

- Node degree
- Random Walk
- Distances (SPD)
- …



Full Attention on Dynamic Graph



Two Main contributions; Space-Time Attention and Edge Representation



Full Space-Time Attention

- Idea: Apply a global attention on DTDG with Transformer

- Each node at each time-steps is an independent token. 

- We lose both the structural / positional and temporal information of the 
DTDG.

- Transformer must be informed about : 
The position / structure of the graph around the token 
The time step in which the token is located.



For each token zu we inject temporal (TE) and structural information (RW) before the Full Attention 



Incorporate Structural and Temporal Encoding

Structural Encoding

Aim : Encoding the structure of the t-th snapshot

1. Self - Random Walk : 

2. Laplacian 

3. GNN

Temporal Encoding

Aim: Encoding the position of the snapshot in the 
DTDG

Similar to BERT we learn the embedding position of 
the snapshot in the sequence. 



Token construction

Token =  Concatenation of the node, structural and time embedding
g = MLP 

This, compose our token Matrix  Z  containing all of our nodes at each timestep



Self Attention in Z. 

Attention computing

The attention between all nodes at each time, is computed as follow

One layer of a Transformer Encoder is enough (Simplifying Wu 2023)



 Efficient Implementation

Time Window

In most of real DTDG, a very long term 
dependency is not crucial. 

We use a modulable time-window to capture the 
necessary time context to perform

W is a hyperparameter. 

We reduce the number of token: 
 T x N to W x N,      with W << T.  

Flash Attention 2.0

Reduce the memory 
complexity



Edge Representation Module

- After the space-time attention on DTDG → Z̃ of 
dimension N (nodes) W (time steps) and d (emb 
dim).
 

- For each node u and v: W representations. 

- Aim : Capture dependencies between those two 
representations with cross attention 



Edge Representation with cross-attention

The aim is to predict from the snapshots                          the links       , of       .

For  u, v  we have W  representations in                   respectively 



Results



Custom baseline

Baseline: Keep the classical learning framework

Replace GNN by a Full Attention Transformer  

Take f = LSTM or GRU 

Aim : Show the benefits of a full spatio-temporal 
attention against a full spatial attention updated by f.

Spatial Learning

Dynamic Learning LSTM-GT 



Datasets

Different datasets we used in 
experiments. 

Medium-size datasets in term of nodes. 



Impact of FAST components

LSTM-GT follow the conventional 
framework 

FAST w/o edge is only the 
space-time attention on DTDG 
with dot product. 

FAST is equipped with the edge 
representation module



 Comparison to DTDG models



Comparison to CTDG models 

+ 13pt average against the last CTDG models. 



Ablations



Temporal and Structural Encoding

We found RWPE is an appropriate PE for 
our framework. 

The choice of PE can have a major impact 
on results



 Time Window 

Time Window = the number of snapshots we 
consider. 

CanParl and USLegis spans more than 40 
years, considering distant snapshots can 
have a negative impact on results.

W= 1 is equivalent to only a spatial full 
attention. 



Future works and perspectives



Unified spatio-temporal encoding

- FAST (as existing works for dynamic graph transformers) 
combines positional encoding and temporal encoding 

- Idea: Consider the supra-adjacency matrix to compute an 
encoding that better models  the spatio-temporal 
position of a node. 

- Existing works compute metrics and spectral properties 
on multilayers graphs. Cozzo, E., et al.. Multilayer networks: 
metrics and spectral properties.

Supra adjacency matrix of a 
DTDG. 



Spatio-temporal motif classification

- In static graphs to evaluate expressivity of differents models → Classify 
structure like cycle, clique, triangle…

- What spatio-temporal motif can we try to detect to evaluate experimentally 
the expressive power of dynamic graphs model ? (ex: Blinking motifs such as 
cycles or triangles in graphs.)



Merci ! 


